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Dear Bitcoin Diplomats,

Because President Trump came through me at the evidence of Media Control Baden-Baden, I have defended Him in
every matter, aiming for His sincere co-operation. Unfortunately, He has not reciprocated in any way, instead, He
thought He could replace me, although He is by no means capable of opening my role as the Bitcoin magician Ptah
Kidane the happiness portal, let alone producing the gravity generating machine and self-charging battery. As I have
written to you several times, I prefer to take my magic and future technologies unknown to you all with me to my
death. That being said, Donald Trump has been busy with His most recent upcoming 2020 Presidential election, so
He can claim that He performed my Bitcoin magic until November.

Even though I saw the signs of Him trying to mimic my contact with the late Queen Elizabeth II and my predicted
volcanic eruption on La Palma, where I was a few days earlier on the neighbouring island of Tenerife, to prepare for
His coming lies, I deliberately ignored them, even though I already knew His intention at the time. He was
nevertheless useful to me, because I had wished that He would not only protect my identity, Bitcoin magic and future
technologies through the evidence from "Media Control Baden-Baden", but would come to His senses through His
insight and enter into sincere cooperation with me so that I could open the happiness portal in order to realise the
gravity generation machine as a matter of priority. The gravity generating machine is my Atum Ra God's mission,
because if I don't get to produce it under any circumstances, then humanity has failed God's test, which means that
the human species will be wiped out forever. God knows humanity's racism problem, which is why He alone
authorised me to fulfil this divine mission. He wanted to see if humanity would accept the extinction of the human
species before letting a Negro make the gravity generating machine. My Bitcoin magic is just a means to an end,
which I also received from God himself to open the portal of happiness. God is just waiting to see if humanity will co-
operate with the race that has oppressed you the most for millennia.

If it were up to President Biden and former President Trump, then the human species should be wiped out, because
they would rather possess my magic and mission themselves. I also wrote to you several times that I am your test of
God. And if these two have no respect for an Atum Ra magician who works closely with the Creator God, how can
they have respect for their own God? You both know the evidence from Media Control, and you also know that I am
the true Bitcoin magician, but you had a different vision of your future, which is why you chose to lie, sabotage, and
manipulate the truth. The Bitcoin game has long been over for President Biden. Now former President Trump only has
12 days left to get his act together before he is politically buried alive. If I were you, I wouldn't hold out much hope for
Donald Trump, because he's an old donkey who thinks he's God, so he'll never be able to work my magic. Letting go
is always a difficult test, but it makes no sense for humanity, which is why I have to fire him for his lack of
understanding.

President Biden is also out of the question for me because He is the current leader who wants to wipe out the Creator
God Atum Ra to protect His paedophile Vatican friend Pope Francis and associated Fake Christianity. Thou shalt not
covet or steal thy neighbour's property it says in His Bible, and yet He has tried through FTX scammer Sam Bankman-
Fried to erase my identity so He can deceive you to get at my Bitcoin magic. I bet He went to a priest after all His lie-
causing and confessed His deceitful deeds to get the hypocritical God's grace. That's what the paedophile priests
from the Vatican do. First they sin, then they confess and are redeemed through confession. You have no
consequences to fear, because that is your 2000-year-old tradition. Do you really believe that God would forgive you
for such sins? If you look back carefully over your life and sins, there has always been a return elsewhere. Some call
this charma, but I call it God's return favour, because here too the law of the universe prevails.

Since I have nothing to lose, because you humans are under the test of God, you are free to follow the liars,
manipulators and deceivers to be punished with the mega solar storm and then be wiped out by the super volcanoes
to come, or you wake up and think about the person who has not only brought you the Bitcoin profits, but also
reported the uncomfortable truths. In addition, I am the only one who is able to produce the gravity generation
machine because I have the help of the creator god Atum Ra. I am not allowed to write you anything about the coming
prophecy today because I gave Donald Trump my word to give him the chance to confess the pure truth by 31
December 2023, even if I consider his return to sanity unlikely. He should know afterwards that he had the chance to
do the right thing. It's not the end of the world for us, but rather for Him. He lost His immortalisation because of His
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greed and His racial superiority complex. As the true Bitcoin magician, I can choose for myself who I want to open the
portal of happiness with. Even if they manipulate the 2024 presidential election just to hurt me, the manipulators have
guaranteed you the coming solar storm starting in 2025.

A long time ago, I predicted that a volcano would erupt this year. Now it has belatedly erupted on the island of Iceland,
as you can see on this YouTube video (https://www.youtube.com/live/T2BQoz5HVzo?si=xUId9V27ED22wFHQ)
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